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 Hard to Train?
(see p.9)

Greetings all!.
Summer has definitely made itself felt this year with record heat waves and 
more  rain than I can remember in a long time.  It’s been tough on both man and 
beast!  And, while it was too late to include a picnic page, we’d like to thank 
Donna Mowrey and Ruth Marhafer for organizing the Picnic/Match, as well as 
the judges, volunteers and everyone who showed up to participate and brought 
food to share.  Congratulations to those who earned legs toward their plaques!

Now that the Summer Mini Session is over, we can look with expectation to the 
full, 6-week Summer/Fall session, beginning the week of September 2nd.  For 
your edification, we’ve included what’s left of the 2018 schedule, a list of 
upcoming SDTC Trials  and  the ever-present Useful Links (p. 2).

Next up, we have the winning team of the UKI Cup Agility Biathalon (Kudos to 
Judy Zelenewych and Dash!) and JZ’s continuing education report on Puppy 
Palooza, with two of our instructors in attendance (p. 3).

As usual, at this time of year, we’ve got two full pages of parade pics from the 
Scotia-Glenville Memorial Day and Burnt Hills Flag Day Parades (pp. 4 & 5).  
Thanks to all the folks that volunteered to represent the Schenectady Chapter 
of TDI and/or SDTC.

Then we have a lengthy list of other local Obedience, Rally, Agility and Barn 
Hunt Trials, along with the Woofer Guidelines and Schedule (p. 6).

After that, a Guide to A & B Classes (put out by the Barn Hunt Association) was 
inserted, that includes a title progression chart (p. 7).  Along with that is a small 
box with info on the October 6 & 7 Barn Hunt Trials in Buskirk.

The current Volunteer Policy accompanies the list of Volunteer Opportunities 
(p.8) and you can still earn those volunteer hours at the August Obedience Trial, 
among other things.

Since I’ve already spotlighted both my dogs and no one else volunteered, we 
decided to devote the space (and then some) to one of Suzanne Clothier’s 
insightful articles, entitled: Hard to Train? (pp. 9, 11 & 12).  We’re sure this will be 
useful to more than a few members.

While Lacy appears in the final entry, it’s really about a bed hack for dogs with 
destructive tendencies (p. 12).  As they say...necessity is the mother of invention.

Happy Training,

-Donna

From the editor’s desk...

Editor: Donna Profeta
Proofer: Betsy Moss
Oversight: Barb Snyder
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Upcoming SDTC Trials

August 18-19, 2018 - AKC Obedience/Rally Trials at 
Working Dogs, NY, 1451 Route 5S, Amsterdam, NY. Two 
obedience and rally trials on Saturday and one each on 
Sunday, to be held indoors. Jean Nocilly, Betsy Baird and 
Michael Mooney, judging.  Entries closed on August 1, 2018. 
The premium is available at:    http://www.sdtcdogs.com

September 8-9, 2018 - CPE Agility Trials, at Sugarbush 
Farm, 760 East Road, Stephentown, NY.  Bob Domfort, 
chair.  To be held in two rings, outdoors on grass.  Donald 
Skibniewski, judging.  Entries close August 27, 2018 (day 
of show entries allowed). The premium is available at: 
http://www.sdtcdogs.com

November 3-4, 2018 - AKC Agility Trials, at High Goal 
Farm, 68 Louse Hill Road, Greenwich, NY.  Urszula Janicki, 
chair.  Jeff Boyer, judging.  Entries open September 5, 2018 
and close October 13, 2018.  

SDTC 2018 Training Sessions

SUMMER/FALL SESSION:
Current Participant signup            8/12/18 to 8/17/18              

End New Participant signup        8/24/18

Orientation                                   8/30/18

Week 1                                         9/2/18

Week 6                                      10/7/18

Makeups                                       10/14/18

FALL SESSION:
Current Participant signup           10/14/18 to 10/26/18    

End New Participant signup         10/19/18

Orientation                                    10/25/18

Week 1                                         10/28/18

Week 6                                         12/9/18

Makeups                                      Schedule as necessary

Dates are subject to change.  Changes will be announced.
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Dash
by Judy Zelenewych

Eyespy Dash and Judy Zelene-
wych took 1st Place and made the 

podium at the Northeast UKI Cup in 
Barto, PA. This event was held on June 22-24. It drew 

competitors from all over the US, as well as Canada. 

Our placement was earned in Biathalon Agility, which is a cumu-
lative score over 2 days, incorporating international style Jumping 
and Agility courses.  It is scored on a “faults plus time” basis.

Continuing Education Report: Puppy Palooza
by Judy Zelenewych

Schenectady Dog Training Club is an organization composed of volunteers, dedicated to teaching it's 
members, and the public, the art of training dogs for the obedience and agility ring, as well as simply 
becoming “good canine citizens”.

President Barbara Snyder has always said “combined, we 
are a wealth of information.” In keeping with that concept, 
SDTC decided to sponsor two of our instructors to attend a 
recent seminar, with the intention of them bringing back, 
and sharing, some fun, informative and innovated ideas on 
training puppies, both for obedience and agility.

Obedience Training Director, Betty McGarry, and Agility 
Foundations Instructor, Kathy Murray, attended “PUPPY 
PALOOZA” at Follow the Leda Training Center in 
Gansevoort, on April 21 and 22. This action-packed 
weekend, which was presented by Leda Instructors Tara 
Baggerman and Jared Davis, was full of amazing new (and 
some old) training exercises and games, designed to 
prepare puppies for an active, fun-filled career in agility 
and/or obedience.

Exercises were presented on engagement, eliciting 
enthusiasm, exercise transitions, physical balance and 
body awareness, behavior offering, following the handler, 
toy interaction, recalls and sends, reinforcement balance, 
confidence building, and many others. With over 20 
puppies participating in the seminar, Betty and Kathy saw a 
broad spectrum of personalities (puppies as well as 
handlers) and different instructional techniques for 
individual teams.

A big “thank you” goes out to Betty and Kathy for their 
attendance and participation in this learning opportunity. We look forward to having them share and 
incorporate these concepts in SDTC' s Agility Foundations and Obedience Puppy Classes.

BR
AG

S

Swift Zelenewych showing off his swag at Pup 
Palooza.

Kathy Murray and Betty McGarry.

Member Match Scores: https://tinyurl.com/MatchScores1

New AKC Rally Signs Videos: 
https://tinyurl.com/AKCRallySigns1

AKC Obedience News & Updates:
http://www.akc.org/events/obedience/news-updates/

AKC Revisions to Obedience Regulations:
https://tinyurl.com/akcObedRev-5-1-18-pdfU
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The Schenectady Chapter #74 for Therapy Dogs International, along with a contingent from 
SDTC, took to the streets in the annual Scotia Memorial Day Parade on May 23rd. 

As always, Patty Reksc did the organizational work and the weather turned out to be better 
than anticipated.  Participants included:

Scotia-Glenville Memorial Day Parade

l  MaryGrace Von Calio / Amy (Italian Greyhound)

l  Donna Rost / Stig (Beagle)

l  Patty Reksc / Kumi (Shih tzu)

l  Cindy Matthews / Blaze (Samoyed)

l  Arleen Cullen / Chloe (Shih tzu/Lhasa mix)
l  Angela Case / Onyx & Copper 
  (Cavalier King Charles Spaniels)

l  Chris Bourgeois / Katie & Pepperjack
   (BC/Beagle & Pointer/Aust Cattle Dog)
l  Barry King / Beau (White Aussie)
l  Bill Schab / Winston (Golden Labrador)
l  Tracey Wheaton / Bailey (Pug) 
l  Barb Sperling / DJ (Havanese)

Photographs courtesy of 
Patty Reksc
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Photographs courtesy of Patty Reksc

Burnt Hills Flag Day Parade

l  Barry King / Beau (White. Aussie)

l  Stephanie Schaan / Shadow (Blk. Shepherd)

l  Karleen Hayden / Jerry Lee
   (Std. Poodle w/ blue scarf)

l  Dennis & Valerie Emerle / Molly (Labradoodle)

l  Marti LeBel / Marquis (Bernese Mtn dog)

l  Shirley Mowers / Pixie (Shih tzu mix)

l  Bill Schab / Winston (Yellow Lab)

l  Judy Danto / Karma (Chocolate Lab)

l  Angela Case / Copper & Onyx
   (Cavalier King Charles Spaniels)

l   / (Shih tzu)Patty Reksc Kumi 

l  Cindy & John Matthews / Blaze          
...(Samoyed)

l  Donna Mowrey / Scout, Blue, 
Jasper & Joey (3 Border Collies & ...
ChaPom)

On June 7th, the Schenectady Chapter #74 of TDI and some additional SDTC members, 
marched in the Burnt Hills Flag Day Parade. Assemblyman James Tedisco hung out too!

Thanks to coordinator, Patty Reksc, and all the dog/handler teams:

FLAG DAY
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Featuring 
Your Dog!
Anyone who’s interested 
i n  h a v i n g  t h e i r  d o g 
featured in an upcoming 
issue of the Woofer, please 
submit at least 1 good head 
shot for the banner on the 
front page, along with a story. A 
couple (or more) of additional 
photos would be helpful as well. . . . . .

Suggestions: You can talk about how your 
furkid came to be in your life and what it was 
like when he/she first arrived, your training 
accomplishments, silly habits, easy stuff, 
hard stuff, favorite toys, what you’re partic-
ularly grateful for, etc. (please keep to 3500 
characters max). Don’t forget to include any 
registered names and titles (not included in    .
the character count) at the top.. . . .

Brags
Any accomplishments within the past year are 
acceptable and they don’t have to be titles. 
Litter announcements and adoptions count, 
as well as achieving any particular training 
milestones.

Photo Submissions
Photos should be submitted in JPG format 
(preferably at 300 dpi or more) and make 
sure you either own the rights or you have 
permission from the photographer. If not 
taken by you, please also include a brief 
statement saying that SDTC has permission 
to use said photos, along with the photogra-
pher's signature, name, and company name,  
if applicable.  .

Please either name the photos, so I know who 
they’re from and/or who’s pictured or list and 
describe them in an email.  Please DO NOT 
crop or re-size the photos.. . . .

Send submissions to: . donnaharps@aol.com  

Woofer Schedule: 
Submission dates: Jan 7, Apr 7, Jul 7 & Oct 7 

by 6:00 PM to donnaharps@aol.com 

Publishing dates: Feb 7, May 7, Aug 7, Nov 7

6

OTHER LOCAL TRIALS 

8/10-12/18 AgileDogs CPE Agility Night Trials
  Sugarbush Farm, Stephentown, NY

8/17-19/18 Sugarbush Farm UKI Agility Trials
  Sugarbush Farm, Stephentown, NY

8/25-26/18 AgileDogs Cynosport Rally Trials
  Schodack Island State Park,  
........................Schodack Landing, NY

8/25-27/18 SAAC AKC Agility Trials
  High Goal Farm, Greenwich, NY

8/31-9/2/18 Sugarbush Farm CPE Agility Trials
  Sugarbush Farm, Stephentown, NY

9/8-9/18 AOC AKC Obedience/Rally Trials
  AOC Training Center, Glenmont, NY

9/8-9/18 Sugarbush Farm UKI Agility Trials
  Sugarbush Farm, Stephentown, NY

9/28-30/18 NAE NADAC Agility Trials
  Sugarbush Farm, Stephentown, NY

9/29-30/18 Stockade USDAA Agility Trials
  Stockade Agility, Glenville, NY

9/29-30/18  CPE Agility TrialAgileDogs
  4H Center, Pittsfield, MA

10/6-7/18 GCDT WCRL Rally Trials
  Good Choice Dog Training, Albany, NY

10/6-7/18 SKC BHA Barn Hunt Trials
  Long Lesson Farm, Buskirk, NY

10/6-7/18 Sugarbush Farm UKI Agility Trials
  Sugarbush Farm, Stephentown, NY  

10/20-21/18 Stockade CPE Agility Trials
  Stockade Agility, Glenville, NY 

10/26-28/18 AOC AKC Agility Trials
  Working Dogs NY, Amsterdam, NY

1/12-13/19 SAAC AKC Agility Trials 
  High Goal Farm, Greenwich, NY

3/2-3/19 SAAC AKC Agility Trials
  High Goal Farm, Greenwich, NY

5/18-19/19 SAAC AKC Agility Trials
  High Goal Farm, Greenwich, NY

For additional information, see 
http://www.asca.org

http://www.agiledogs.net, 
http://www.albanyobedience.com, 

https://www.barnhunt.com 
http://www.goodchoicedogtraining.net

http://www.northeastagility.com
http://www.stockadeagility.com

https://www.southernadirondackagility.org/events
https://www.superstitionkennelclub.com
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Barn Hunt  Guide to A and B Classes®

Beginning in the summer and fall of 2018, the Barn Hunt Association will start implementing B classes and a new titling 
track. These changes affect only the Regular classes of Novice, Open, Senior and Master. The changes were made to 
give teams an opportunity to stay at a single level or move down to a previous level while also giving them an opportunity 
to achieve new titles at that level. Here is what you need to know about the new B classes.

Ÿ All dogs, regardless of handler experience, start in A 
class at each level and stay in A class until the dog 
attains the title at that level.

Ÿ Once a dog finishes a title from A class, that dog may 
either move UP to the A class at the next level, LATER-
ALLY into the B class at the same level, or DOWN to 
any previous level they are eligible to enter.

Ÿ In B classes, X titles are awarded after 10 qualifying 
scores. 10 qualifying scores in Novice B will be RATNX, 
20 scores will be RATNX2, etc.

Ÿ There will be one set of placements for all competitors 
in each B class level, regardless of height.

Ÿ A dog may show in any class that dog is eligible for. So 
a dog with a Master title may move DOWN and show in 
Novice B, Open B, or Senior B.

Ÿ Dogs are not required to finish a particular B class title to 
move on from that class. A dog may have multiple 
qualifying scores from different levels and may choose to 
enter different B class levels at different events.

Ÿ Dogs are never required to enter any lower level B 
classes, but must enter Master B to attain the titles of 
RATCH, RATCHX, and above.

Ÿ For each Event:

-- All dogs must be entered in only one class level 
.........and type (i.e., a dog cannot be entered in Novice B 
.........on one day and Open A on the next).

– Dogs entered in B class must stay in that class for 
.........the entire event (may not move up or down during 
.........an event).

Ÿ Dogs may be entered in one B class level one weekend 
and a different one the next. As an example, a dog with 
a RATM title could enter Master B on one weekend, 
then Open B the next, up to Senior B, then back to 
Master, etc.

Ÿ All existing Master scores and titles are grandfathered in 
to the B classes.

In the chart above, the A classes are listed on the far left. Next are the Qs needed to get the title at that level. Once you have the title the 
solid arrows show you where you can go next. For example, once you have your RATS title (gold box), you can follow the solid gold 
arrows to see that you can next enter either Master A, Senior B, Open B or Novice B. Each X title takes 10 qualifying scores.

OPEN A

SENIOR A

MASTER A

RATN

RATO

RATS

RATM

NOVICE B

OPEN B

SENIOR B

MASTER B

RATNX

RATOX

RATSX

RATCH
RATCHX+

NOVICE A

INSTINCT

3

RATI1

10

3 10

3 10

5 10+

Class

Class

Title

Title

#Qs

Can enter
either

#Qs

TITLE PROGRESSION CHART

BARN HUNT TRIAL

Hosted by 

Saratoga 
Kennel Club 

October 6 & 7, 2018
at Longlesson Farm

Buskirk, NY

Entries open 8/1/18
Entries close 9/19/18

Premium at:

https://www.barnhunt.com

®
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Entries open 8/1/18
Entries close 9/19/18
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 Please contact the following people for volunteer 
opportunities: 

Program: 
Donna Mowrey, scout5out@yahoo.com
 Club matches in Obedience, Rally and Agility. 
 Club picnic
 Organize community demonstrations

AKC Agility Trials (4): 
Urszula Janicki, Limitlesslabs@verizon.net
 Multiple jobs

CPE Agility Trials (2): 
Bob Domfort, agilitydog@nycap.rr.com
 Mulitple jobs 

AKC Obed/Rally Trials (3): 
Wendy Archinal, topshelfbrits@nycap.rr.com
 Multiple jobs

Agility: 
Trisha Stall, sdtctraining@agiledogs.net
 Hosting run-thrus - can be scheduled at any time.
 Moving equipment from inside to outside training
  areas and vice versa at the end of the season.
 Training equipment repair, if needed.

Obedience and/or Rally  : 
Betty McGarry, (see contact info, p. 10)
 Training equipment repair, if needed. 
 Hosting run-thrus - can be scheduled at any time.

Training Council: 
Janet Moran, bsmjanet@gmail.com
 Committee to be sure supplies are on hand.

Corresponding Secretary: 
Amy Reid, aandersonreid@twc.com
 Committee to assist with mailings, renewal process.

Grounds: 
Betsy Moss, kaidijay@yahoo.com
 Club work parties for outdoor improvement  
......projects, when scheduled.  

Buildings: Jennifer Casapello, 2spots@verizon.net

Publicity: Donna Profeta,  donnaharps@aol.com
 Researching/placing postcards with area businesses.

Various times in the year there may be a need for dupli-
cating of documents used for Orientations/classes - will 
be announced.

All events will be publicized at the club, in the WOOFER 
and on our web site, .http://www.sdtcdogs.com

Volunteer Hours are accumulated from NOVEMBER 1 thru OCTOBER 31 of the next year.  
Reporting of hours is the responsibility of the individual member and may be done online to 
Sue Jones,  or on the approved form found on our web site (under jazzsunz223@yahoo.com
forms) and deposited in the box at the club.

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

VOLUNTEER POLICY

August Obedience/Rally Trials Volunteers Needed

Additional stewards are needed for the August 18-19 Obedience Trials. Please indicate which trials (AM or 
PM) you are available for, as well as any class preferences, what experience you’ve had and any classes in 
which you may be showing.  Contact Shea Croop at  to volunteer or for more info. rscroop@roadrunner.com

Let’s
Help
Out!
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Hard to Train?
By Suzanne Clothier

Imagine two balloons hanging over your dog's head. One balloon asks "WHY?" as in, "Why should I 
heel/stay/come/retrieve/jump?" The other asks "WHY NOT?" As in, "Why not chew the shoe, walk over 
here, eat your sandwich?"

I believe that these two questions (along with the answers received) constitute the primary inquiries that 
shape a dog's relationship with his humans. To the extent that we are able to provide satisfactory answers 
to those simple questions, an extraordinary amount of information can be communicated between 
ourselves and our dogs. But there is, inevitably, a catch. The answers that we think are satisfactory may fail 
to satisfy the dog. And being a dog, he turns away from us and gets on with his life while we fumble for 
more appropriate responses.

In a deliciously ironic twist, our deliberate selection for certain behavioral traits in purebred dogs has led to 
the development of breeds who, more strenuously than others, insist on interesting, well thought out 
answers to the two primary life questions. For example, a Border Collie might ask "Why?" and be perfectly 
satisfied with an answer of "Because I told you to." Driven by a nearly insatiable desire to do anything - even 
busy work - a Border Collie questions no further. On the other hand, a Siberian Husky receiving such an 
answer might simply cock his head and gaze at his handler with barely contained amusement. (Every 
Siberian worth his salt knows that "Because I told you to" is not an acceptable answer.) And the dialogue 
begins.

Handler: You should do this because you love me.
Siberian (truthfully): Love is a feeling, not a reason.
Handler (a bit pompous): It is important that you do this.
Siberian (with great wisdom): Humans give importance to the wrong things.
Handler (growing angry): If you don't do this, I'll punish you.
Siberian (with dignity): Then I may have no choice but to comply. But I can 
choose not to trust or like you.
Handler (calmer, trying another approach): I'll make it fun for you.
Siberian (interested): How much fun?
Handler: So much fun that you'll beg for more!
Siberian: On that basis, I'll try it. But remember, I'm easily bored. This better be good.

Now, if the handler was trying to get this Siberian to run, the dialogue would be much different:

Handler: I want you to run like the wind.
Siberian: I'm already gone!

At one of my seminars, a handler presented her dog with this complaint: "She just won't stop sniffing the 
ground while we're heeling, and I'm tired of being embarrassed in the obedience ring. I just don't 
understand why she does this. What can I do to stop her from sniffing?" Looking down at her dog, I had a 
hard time not laughing. It was a Bloodhound, behaving precisely as generations of selective breeding 
insisted that she behave. When I asked why she was so determined to put advanced obedience titles on 
this dog, the handler responded, "Well, very few Bloodhounds do well in obedience. So, I'm going to do it 
with this dog."

Technically speaking, all of the obedience exercises were within the dog's physical and mental abilities. 
The trick, of course, was in the training approach. Whatever the approach being used, it obviously failed to 
answer the dog's very legitimate question of "Why?" (Or, perhaps more accurately in this case, "Why not 

sniff?") And until the handler came up with a better answer, the dog was going to continue 
doing what she enjoyed doing - sniffing the ground.

Here's a basic formula for one cause of training problems:

The greater the distance X is from Z, the more you will have to explain Y.
(X= Desired behavior  Z=Genetically programmed behavior  Y=WHY?)

In other words, it's not difficult to get a retriever to retrieve, a herding dog to 
herd or a Siberian to run. But you better have some pretty good answers 

Continued on p.11
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Club Awards
Awarded at the yearly SDTC banquet in January: . . . . . . .

Honorary Members - Nominated by the Board, 
based on membership length and service to club 
criteria.

Good Sportsmanship Award - Chosen by past 3 
years’ recipients, for good sportsmanship in all 
aspects of club endeavors.

President's Trophy - Recognition given to club 
members with highest scores in Obedience & Rally 
trials in August.

Wag Award - Earned 
by participating with 
the Club at 5 com-
munity events, such 
as nurs ing home 
visits, parades and 
demonstrations.

Visit us on the Web!
Our wonderful web site, artfully designed by Jon 
Huther, of Elite Venture Media, is chock full of 
useful information about membership, class 
schedules and descriptions, upcoming events 
and a monthly calendar, in addition to important 
documents such as membership renewal 
forms and agility field waivers. For that and 
more see:  http://www.sdtcdogs.com

 Club Library 

To borrow books or videos, contact Betty McGarry 
(see the Contact page on our web site). 

Clip art and photography credits:

All clipart downloaded from: 
http://www.pngimg.com
http://www.freepngimg.com 
http://all-free-download.com
http://nobacks.com

Except where indicated, all background 
and dog photography downloaded from: 

https://www.pexels.com

See us on Facebook!
Also designed by Jon Huther, get 
up-to-the-minute postings, join in 
on conversations and “Like Us” at: 
http://www.facebook.com/SDTCDOGS   

Barbara Snyder
President

Marge Berrigan
Vice President

Laurie Kurtzman
Recording Secretary

Amy Anderson-Reid
Corresponding Secretary

Michelle Morgan
Treasurer

Trisha Stall
Agility

Jennifer Casapello
Buildings

Ruth Marhafer
Fund Raising

Betsy Moss
Grounds

Angela Baris
Membership

Contact: To get in touch with Board members, see the Contact page on our web site (below), 
click on the down arrow in the General Information box and select from the menu.

Board of Directors
Board meetings are held six times per year. Please see the calendar on our web site for 
important dates.  Members are welcome to bring business before the Board.  Please contact 
the President to be added to the agenda.

Betty McGarry
Obedience

Wendy Archinal
Obedience Trial

Donna Mowrey
Programs

Donna Profeta
Publicity

Janet Moran
Training Council
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 Hard to Train - continued from p. 9

when you send a Mastiff or a Greyhound out to retrieve a duck in icy waters.

There are three basic qualities that make a dog "easy to train":

1. Intelligence (which I define as the dog's awareness of and curiosity about his world)

2. Willingness (the dog's desire to interact socially with other beings), and

3. Confidence (physically, emotionally and intellectually).

Now, to be sure, a good many of the "difficult to train" breeds possess these 
qualities in generous measure. Add in the considerable athletic ability of many 

"difficult to train" breeds, and you have, in theory, a dog who can learn to do 
almost anything. Of course, the less a dog possesses of these three basic 
qualities, the more difficult it becomes to adequately answer "Why?" and 
"Why not?" The dull witted, shy/timid or highly independent dog simply 

may not care much about your answers!

There are three other qualities which impact on training:

1. Sense of humor (what dogs find tremendously funny is not always what tickles the human on the other 
end of the lead)

2. Boredom threshold (often much lower than humans imagine)

3. Selectively bred behaviors (which are not always in alignment with human behaviors or in keeping with 
our training goals - thus the Bloodhound in the obedience ring!)

Each breed is a unique blend of these six characteristics in varying proportions. The "easy" breeds are 
characterized by high boredom thresholds - they are willing to repeat even relatively meaningless tasks for 
long periods - and a range of selectively bred behaviors which are either very broad or particularly well 
suited to the various tasks of obedience or agility ring. The "tough" breeds are characterized by low 
boredom thresholds and a fairly narrow spectrum of selectively bred behaviors. Handlers who are 
successful with "tough" breeds are creative handlers who are willing and able to make training fun, 
interesting and relevant to the dog. They can answer "Why?" and "Why not?" with great clarity, humor and 
respect for what makes that breed unique.

As with any breed, successful training of the "difficult" breeds begins with a relationship of mutual trust and 
affection. There is also a degree of intimacy involved - you must know the dog for who he is. Not what you 
hope he will become, but who he is at any given moment in your journey together. What amuses him? 
Does he like exuberant praise or games or treats? What does he consider a reward? What worries him? 
Delights him? How does he learn - in intuitive leaps, or seamless progression or in small chunks that are 
struggles to master? Whether Siberian or Schnauzer, there is no single recipe 
for training success except this: intimate knowledge of the individual dog 
and of yourself.

In our pack of 7 dogs, we have 7 vastly different minds. For example, my 
husband's Golden, Molson, is willing to work hard, even if the handler's 
mind is not totally on the training process. But teaching her 
new tricks is difficult. She believes, for reasons we cannot 
fathom, that each successfully mastered step is the whole 
trick, and is momentarily frustrated when we ask for a bit 
more, like a slightly higher or longer wave of her paw. So, 
we train slowly, in small chunks, and often intersperse her 
old tricks to offer her some relief - "This I know how to do!" 
Food is a powerful motivator for this dog.

In contrast, Grizzly, our youngest German Shepherd makes 
intuitive leaps, is highly creative and often generalizes his 
knowledge to fit new situations. He is not easily frustrated 
but he requires that we are as enthusiastic and focused as 
he is. Half hearted training gets half hearted responses from 
Grizzly. While motivated by food, he loves to retrieve and

Continued on p.12
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knowledge to fit new situations. He is not easily frustrated 
but he requires that we are as enthusiastic and focused as 
he is. Half hearted training gets half hearted responses from 
Grizzly. While motivated by food, he loves to retrieve and

Continued on p.12
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Rub-a-Dub-Dub, a Bed in a Tub? 
by Donna Profeta

Well, it turns out that when it comes to toys and (initially) bedding – true to her 
half-terrier heritage – Lacy's a shredder!  Anything that's not good quality, 
hard rubber is doomed to be destroyed (and even some of those don't make 
it).  So, back in her bed-shredding days, it occurred to me that if hard rubber 
toys stand up to her, then what about a rubber bed? 

I ran down to our local pet/feed supply and, sure enough, they had a lovely 
Duraflex 6-1/2 gallon, black rubber feed tub that she fit in (they let her try it on 
for size), for under $10 yet!  It measures 17-1/2" in diameter by 8-1/2" high, 
and as long as her bedding was in the tub, she pretty much left it alone.  Then 
it dawned on me to get another smaller rubber tub for her toys, so even if they don't exactly go with my living room 
decor, at least they match each other.  Plus, washing and sterilizing them is a piece of cake and I can use the bed 
tub for bathing as well!

That was years ago, she's no longer a bed shredder and we have several nice, cushy ones around the house, but the 
tubs are still in use. If you’re concerned about 
the rubber tubs out-gassing (or aren’t totally 
convinced by the manufacturer’s claims that 
they don’t), Tuff Stuff has a line of tubs that are 
impact, UV and heat-resistant and chemically 
neutral, 100-percent recycled LDPE flexible 
plastic.  They range from a 22” x 6”, 7-gal. feed 
bowl to a 40” x 58” x 24”h, 180-gal. tank with 
drain plug and many sizes in between.  If 
you’re lucky, you might find some at a local 
feed store, that’ll let your dog try out!  I picked 
up the feed bowl, so we’d have a 2nd tub after 
Annie joined the family, as she seemed to like 
Lacy’s.  Of course, she likes/wants everything 
that’s Lacy’s, but that’s another story...

Hard to Train - continued from p.11

roughhouse, so games with toys and sessions of tag are powerful rewards for him.

In a world of trainers who often prefer dogs who don't ask many questions, dogs who bend easily to the 
control and demands of rather arbitrary rules and regulations, there are far too many breeds who have a 
reputation of being stubborn, tough to train, willful. What this often means is that this "difficult dog" is an 
intelligent dog who asks too many questions for the average trainer. Such a canine mind is not 
automatically compliant, and comes equipped with its own view of the world and its own definitions of what 
constitutes meaningful, enjoyable activities. This is not to say these dogs are not willing - one of the great 
charms of these breeds is their keen interest in life and in people. If given the right answers to "Why?" and 
"Why not?" many of these dogs can be not just agreeable but downright brilliant in the execution of a task.

There are breeds who "carry" their handlers, politely ignoring human failings while carrying 
out the assigned task with style. By and large, the "difficult breed" dog comes just half way, 
standing his ground in confidence, with a glint of humor in his eye, waiting for the handler to 
match him stride for stride. Seeking precision? Then you, these dogs often insist, must also 
be precise. Fun on your terms? Then you must also learn to have fun on the dog's terms. Is it 
enthusiasm you seek? Then you must not only find a way to make learning and 
performing enjoyable, and you must also give yourself 100% to the task - the "tough 
to train" dog works well in a team, but he will only pull his share of the load.

(With thanks to Bonnie Blair for pointing out that dogs also ask "Why not?")
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